5 day weather forecast for the Isle of Man

Issued on Sunday, 06 June 2021 at 12:15am by Ronaldsway Met Office

Forecast periods cover 24 hours from 6:00am each day to 6:00am the following day (min. temp. normally refers to start of period). Wind speeds are in mph. 'Fog' implies very poor visibility.

Sunday, 6 June 2021
Weather: Dry and sunny.
Wind: North or NW 05-10, soon becoming variable.
Visibility: Mostly good.
Temperature: Min. Air 9°C and Max. Air 17°C
Rainfall (mm): 0
Comments: Nil.

Monday, 7 June 2021
Weather: Often rather cloudy, still some sunshine at times. Clear spells overnight.
Wind: Variable 05-10, settling S 10-15.
Visibility: Good.
Temperature: Min. Air 9°C and Max. Air 18°C
Rainfall (mm): 0
Comments: Nil.

Tuesday, 8 June 2021
Weather: Dry with sunny spells, but with the chance of some coastal mist at times, then cloudy overnight with the risk of patchy light rain.
Wind: South or SW 10-15.
Visibility: Mostly good, but poor in mist. Hill fog.
Temperature: Min. Air 10°C and Max. Air 19°C
Rainfall (mm): 0-1 later
Comments: Nil.

Wednesday, 9 June 2021
Weather: Outbreaks of light rain at first, then mostly dry with sunny spells.
Visibility: Moderate or good.
Temperature: Min. Air 12°C and Max. Air 17°C
Rainfall (mm): 1-3
Comments: Nil.

Thursday, 10 June 2021
Weather: Dry with sunny intervals, some hill and coastal fog
Wind: SW 15-20
Visibility: Moderate or good occasionally poor or very poor
Temperature: Min. Air 12°C and Max. Air 17°C
Rainfall (mm): 0
Comments: Nil

For further information and updates to forecasts, telephone:
• Recorded Weather Forecast (updated six times each day): 0900 624 3300
• Recorded Shipping Forecast (updated five times each day): 0900 624 3322
• WeatherMann - speak to a Forecaster (24hrs): 0900 624 3200

Calls cost 50p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge.
NOTICE: Forecasts are based on the latest data available at the time of issue but are subject to updates and changes. Always ensure that you have the most recent information. You accept all risks and responsibility for losses, damages, costs and other consequences resulting directly or indirectly from any use of this information.